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Experience Highlights
Xena Exchange’s roadmap, functions,
product development, and technical news
Blockchain features and use cases
in cryptocurrency exchanges
Project management, user experience,
and business processes in fintech software
development

Xena Exchange is an innovative cryptocurrency exchange built by investment-banking
professionals that aims to grasp financial institution flows. We provide a higher-returns
environment for traders, segregation and liquidity pooling, and digital asset derivatives
products (margin-trading, price risk and synthetic exposure, and cryptocurrency indexes
and baskets).

Experience Highlights
Alexey Semichastnov has extensive experience building products
for financial markets. He kicked off his career at EGAR Technology,
building a front-office inventory and reporting platform that was used
by traders in the investment departments of major Russian banks. His first
major position was the Head of Software Development at a fintech
start-up, where he was responsible for all aspects of software
development. Throughout the year, he was able to set up software
development processes from scratch.
Later, Alexey worked as a technical product manager for several
mission-critical applications in the connectivity and clearing & settlement
domains at Deutsche Bank. His responsibilities included business analysis
and reaching agreements with stakeholders on scope and priorities,
as well as project management tasks such as budgeting and planning.
Alexey continued gaining business-development skills at Yandex Tolstoy
Startup Camp. There he obtained valuable knowledge about customer
development and lean startups, business models, metrics, psychology,
and management. This experience helped him reach the next peak
in his career: the position of CTO at RAMMFX.
Today, Alexey holds the position of Chief Product Officer at Xena Exchange.
His vast experience in project management, product development,
and business analysis, along with his deep knowledge of investments
and trading fields, has allowed him to become a significant member
of the team, responsible for the final look of Xena Exchange.

